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I'm so happy with this dictionary/thesaurus.I like the easy reading of the size of the font as well

astheir making the thesaurus in blue. It' easy to find words.I use it to sharpen my vocabulary and

learn new words.The price was really reasonable!

I usually use dictionary or thesaurus dot com when I need to look up a word, so this is actually the

first dictionary I've ever purchased as an adult! I joked with another reviewer about the super thin

pages, but they are right, it feels delicate. The price more than makes up for that though, and I was

very impressed that such a thick hardcover weighs the same as a small paperback. I've collected

books, both new and practical like this one and collectible antiques, for many years, and am very

happy with this dictionary/thesaurus.

what I really like outside the usefulness of the information in it is the paper used to write it on. I was

impressed about how it was a big book but didn't weigh what I expected. The paper is light weight &

that is of concern as I'm old & have lots of pain in hands & wrists. Thanks for the wonderful

dictionary=:)



After almost 50 years I decided it was time to replace both my dictionary and thesaurus. Both of

them were paperbacks. Can you imagine what two 50-year old paperbacks used regularly would

look like? ----faded yellow, ragged and loose pages with lots of tape. This new Webster's All-In-One

was a very nice replacement for both of them and it's a hardback!

I bought this dictionary because I was helping someone with their homework and they asked for this

specific dictionary after looking at all the available dictionaries on .com.The not so great: the paper

is rather like common newspaper than the smooth expensive paper used in magazines. But this is

probably to save cost. No problem. Who care what kind of paper is used. It is the substance inside

that is important.

For a very long time, we have only had a small paper back dictionary. Recently I tried to look

something up. To my surprise, the word was not in there. So I went to  to find a new one. I am very

pleased with this one.

Love this dictionary! Has the thesaurus words right under the definition. Easy to use great for

students or otherwise

I had to go back to my old dictionary to find the word "bullhorn," This volume is obviously leaving out

words -- adding new ones probably. But I am disappointed in the weight of the pages as well.Nice

as it is to have synonyms in the same book -- you give up a lot in this one.
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